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ABSTRACT

Recover drawing orders from a Chinese handwriting image
is a challenge issue. Most of English drawing order recov-
ery(DOR) methods perform unsatisfactorily in Chinese. This
paper proposes a novel image-to-sequence algorithm to deal
with Chinese DOR problem. The proposed method utilizes
two regression convolution neural network(CNN) models to
generate two corresponding pen-tip movement heat-maps. To
estimate pen-tip movement for most of the normal states in
writing process, the algorithm analyzes the above two heat-
maps with a specifically designed framework. Then the draw-
ing order is restored through a simple iteration process based
on the proposed framework. Experiments on public online
handwriting database show that our method have got a re-
markable result for Chinese DOR tasks. In addition, for En-
glish tasks, our method performs superiorly among state-of-
the-art methods.

Index Terms— Drawing order recovery, Chinese hand-
writing, Convolution neural network, image-to-sequence
model

1. INTRODUCTION

Recovering the pen movement order from English or Arab
digit symbol handwriting picture is a hot topic in the past few
decades. DOR could be used to improve offline handwrit-
ing recognition, stroke segmentation and some other fields.
Researchers had proposed some effective method for English
DOR tasks [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10], Yu Qiao et al. [6, 7, 8],
Y. Kato [9], and some other researchers [11, 12, 13] proposed
certain widely recognized DOR algorithm in recent years,
which had got excellent performances in some widely used
public English handwriting database. These studies tend to
configure some basic writing laws, such as stroke skeleton
circle [11], end-point(EP) and branch-point(BP) regulars [6,
7, 8, 9]. In recent years, researchers tried to use more machine
learning algorithms in DOR tasks, Lake B M [5] defined
some stroke and sub-stroke libraries and utilized some prob-
ability models to choose best stroke orders, these orders are
generated by pen tip random walking methods. A survey[14]
of handwriting drawing restoration summarized most of exist-
ing methods. Some researchers [15, 16, 17] published their
studies using deep neural network and other machine learn-

ing algorithms for DOR or other topics which contain DOR
tasks. One of the major contributions of this paper is that
we establish a novel way to solve DOR problem by a library-
free image-to-sequence algorithm framework with CNN. This
framework could also be used for other languages’ and some
special multi-stroke curves’ DOR tasks in most cases. An-
other contribution is that we put forward a definition of writ-
ing energy to estimate pen tip moving for any instant writing
states.

The rest parts of this paper are arranged as following: the
two writing estimation networks are listed in Sec. 2. The al-
gorithm framework for writing pattern with the corresponding
writing energy network is presented in Sec. 3. Experiments
settings and results are shown in Sec. 4. Finally we make a
conclusion and expectations for our future work in Sec. 5.

2. WRITING ENERGY ESTIMATION NETWORK

Characters often have basic writing patterns. We name it
static writing energy. Another one to model pen tip move-
ment details for different instant writing states, such as meet-
ing branch, end-point choosing or walking inline, we name
it dynamic writing energy. The CNN models of these two
writing energies will be presented in this section.

2.1. Static energy

Assume that a handwriting sample is normalized into a l × l
image, We could configure the value of each elements in M
where higher value of Mij means that the corresponding dot
in location (i, j) should be written earlier and lower value
means written later, as shown in Fig. 1.Therefore, we de-
signed a encoder base on CNN to encode Chinese character
handwriting images to a heat-map image. We named it static
energy network(SEN), the input of SEN is a character pic-
ture generated by online handwriting data while the output
is the heat-map labeled by point sequences. Network struc-
ture and layers are (128,1,1)Conv-(64,3,2)Conv-(2,2)MP-
(2048)FC-Relu-(1024)FC-Relu-Regression, as shown in Fig.
1. Theoretically speaking, SEN could finish DOR task in-
dividually. However, the experiment of SEN is not accurate
enough to distinguish local point drawing sequences, in other
words SEN could predict the basic drawing order trend but
not details.Thus, it is imperative to develop another method
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Fig. 1. Static energy network

Fig. 2. Algorithm framework

to predict pen tip movement details. Then dynamic energy
network(DEN) are proposed under this situation.

2.2. Dynamic energy

The Dynamic energy prediction network was firstly pre-
sented by us in paper [1]. In this paper, we changed some
parameters in the network to fit the using situation. The
input of DEN would be real-time handwriting images and
the output should be a probability distribution on a l by
l map for the next nib point. The network should have
three major input information, nib instant location, nib in-
stant moving direction and handwriting skeleton. We could
consider the handwriting drawing process as a sequence of
frames, each frame represents an instant drawing state. Then
the inputs of DEN are three frames, the instant frame, the
previous frame and whole handwriting skeleton. The out-
put of DEN is a probabilistic heat-map that presents the
probability of pen tip location for the next frame. Network
layers are (128,2,2)Conv-(2,2)MP-(64,2,2)Conv-(2,2)MP-
(32,2,2)Conv-(4096)FC-Relu-(2048)FC-Relu-(1024)FC-Relu-
Regression.

3. ALGORITHM FRAMEWORK

As mentioned above, one of the key steps of character
DOR is to decision the sequences of EPs and the skeleton
branch choosing for BPs.Therefore, the three major aspects
in our framework are End point searching, inline moving
and Branch choosing.Thus the preparing work has been
done.framework sketch map is shown in Fig. 2.

3.1. End point searching process

We have the following steps to take an overall consideration
on EPs using SEN and DEN. Firstly, the program need to dis-
criminate pen movement status. If the nib has not drawn any
dot on skeleton or just finished a stroke, the program will start
the EP choosing process. Secondly, the algorithm compute
the energy of each EPs using (1) and (2)

EN(X,Y ) = (heatSEN + γ · heatDEN )� φ(X,Y ) (1)

φ(X,Y ) = 1− sigm‖(X −X0) + (Y − Y0)‖ (2)

Let l be the image size, where (X,Y ) ∈ [1, l] is the location
of points in heatmapSEN , heatmapDEN and origin image.
(X0, Y0) is the location of initialize EPs.γ ∈ [0, 1] is a co-
efficient which controls the weight of DEN and SEN output.
Hyper parameters in sigmoid function are configured by cross
verification.

Thirdly, choosing the EP with the highest energy, drawing
this point and its adjacent inline point. Remove these two
new points in the origin skeleton and then we get a newly
generated pseudo-skeleton.

3.2. Inline moving process

Generally speaking, inline pressing is believed a relatively
simple work, so we utilize the pseudo-EP(pEP) to assist inline
searching problems. Pseudo-skeleton is generated by remov-
ing drawn parts of origin skeleton. By taking pEPs and EPs
into consideration together, we use (2) (3) and (4) to compute
inline writing energies.

ENIL(X,Y ) = heatDEN � φ(X,Y ) (3)

ENIL(X,Y ) = ENIL(X,Y ) + α,∀(X,Y ) ∈ pEP (4)

Where (X,Y ) ∈ [1, l] is the location of points in heatmap
and origin image, α is a hyperparameter which could ensure
the pen tip moving along origin orientation for normal inline
walking status and “break down” in time if the output of the
DEN shows it should change stroke, and α is set 0.35 after
experiments.

3.3. Branch choosing process

Branch choosing is the key part of DOR studies, researchers
could hardly evading this issue. Qiao [9] and many articles
defined several BP kinds, such as “X”,“T”,“Y” BPs to solved
this kind of problems in English and some alphabetic charac-
ters. Nevertheless, amount of BPs in Chinese is much more
higher than English, and branch choosing problem is more
complexity, so we set a new program framework to solve this
issue with the following steps.

Firstly, monitor the drawing process, once the pen tip
meet branch points, active branch choosing process. Sec-
ondly, drawing all adjacent branch points, this step will bring
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Fig. 3. SEN output, from top to bottom, the first row is SEN
input, the second row shows SEN output and the last row is
reference grayscale map

several new pseudo EPs(no less than two). Thirdly, record the
new pEPs as a set S then use (2) (3) and (4) to choose a pEP
in S for drawing. In addition, during whole drawing process,
if pen tip have meet a point in S, repeat the third step until all
points in S are drawn.

In summery, the proposed framework contains three ma-
jor program processes, which are EP searching, inline walk-
ing and branch choosing. Each process utilizes SEN or DEN
to finish the pen tip target prediction.

4. EXPERIMENT

We train the network and test the algorithm framework by us-
ing OLHWDB1.1 [18, 19] for Chinese task and UNIPEN [20,
21] for English and digit symbol task. Including 3755 Chi-
nese characters written by 240 users. We take 10000 English
letters and Arab digit symbols in UNIPEN , 8000 as train-
ing set and 2000 as testing set. To make a comparision, we
compare our method with Zhao [1] for Chinese DOR task.
Qiao[6] proposed a widely recognized method, although this
work is published not recently, but the performance of it for
the English database is excellent.Another comparison is work
of Kha[3], which had got a same result in single-stroke En-
glish DOR with Qiao[6], but paper[3] studied multi-stroke
and got an excellent result using tradition methods.

4.1. Network experiments

For training SEN, we use the above mentioned 15,000 in-
put handwriting images and their corresponding heat-maps
to train the network. For DEN, we set 30 frames for each
sample, then with the 3 Channel inputs and totally utilized
1,350,000 images. So we separate DEN training into 10 sub-
sets to ensure the program not out of memory. (Core i7 7700k,
16GB RAM ,GTX1080 8GB). As listed above, we use regres-
sion models in both networks and the loss function is mean-
squared-error (MSE).

Fig.3 shows the prediction results of SEN, we could con-
clude that the restoration of SE is accuracy and excellent. To

Fig. 4. (a): Three evaluations, top-1, top-5 and top-10, DEN
max and correct location are coincide in top-1 so the color
of DEN max is omitted. (b): Experiment result of DEN, left
part shows 20 prediction results, where red dots are pen-tip
probably moving target and blue dots are writing states, right
parts are origin whole skeletons of these characters

Table 1. DEN experiment results.
Evaluation Top-1 Top-5 Top-9

Accuracy 91.4% 96.8% 98.9%

evaluate DEN, we set three standard evaluations, top-1, top-
5 and top-9 accuracy. Where top-1 is the lacation of maxi-
mum element in heatDEN is the exactly standard right loca-
tion, top-5 means that the maximum element hits the 4 nearest
dots on map for standard location and top-9 means hits the 9
nearset dots on map. As shown in Fig. 4a. We test DEN with
the above conditions and the result is shown in Fig. 4b. and
Table 1. In addition, we verified DEN by verifying data set
for training data scale, network structure and other hyperpa-
rameter setting.

It can be read from Fig. 4b and Table 1 that the proposed
DEN successfully finished the dynamic writing energy pre-
diction work, for Top-9 the accuracy is 98.9 percent for outlier
Chinese characters, which is a pretty satisfactory result. The
performance of DEN has reached our respective. In addition,
the performances for English letters are also very competi-
tive, these results gives us confidence to deal Chinese DOR
task by using the algorithm framework to fully tap the abil-
ities of these two neural networks. For deeper analyzation,
we observed the accuracy of our network in the three writing

Table 2. Accuracy of different writing status. IL is in line
walking, BP is branch choosing and EP is end-point searching

State IL BP EP EP (SEN+DEN)

Accuracy 99.8% 92.1% 71.9% 85.3%
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Fig. 5. The frames are listed by their template sequence and
should be read from left to right in the figure row by row. Red
pixels are DEN heatmap outputs, darker red means higher
writing energy, black pixels are drawn stroke dots and gray
pixels are stroke dots for drawing.

Table 3. DOR experiment accuracy. En(ss/ms)means
single/multi-storke English character, digits in the table are
accuraccy%
Data Cl.1 Cl.2 Cl.3 Cl.4 Cl.5 En(ss) En(ms)

SEN+DEN 83.1 68.2 50.5 35.6 23.3 98.1 95.5
DEN 70.1 55.5 40.8 18.8 9.0 96.8 94.0
Zhao[1] 65.6 49.1 33.1 12.6 5.8 96.0 94.0
Qiao[6] − − − − − 96.0 −
Kha[3] − − − − − 96.0 94.0

status separately, as shown in Table 2. With a further analy-
sis, we found that SEN helps the EPs which should be written
early in the writing sequence, but later EPs get little assistance
from SEN. In addition, for Chinese characters with less than 3
strokes, both of the BP and EP accuracies are more than 98%,
which indicates that for single-stroke and dual-stroke tasks
our method will get a very excellent performance, however
most of Chinese characters contain more than three strokes.

4.2. Drawing order recovery

By using SEN, DEN and the iteration framework introduced
above, we test our method in DOR task. We compute the
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) between our result and stan-
dard sequence to evaluate the performance of DOR experi-
ment. The testing database are classified into 5 complexity
levels (marked Cl.1 to Cl.5). Chinese character maintains
less than 5 strokes are configured Cl.1 and upgrades every
5 more strokes. It is worth introducing the DOR detail in
Fig. 5. In this example we cut 12 frames for a Chinese hand-

writing, and this sample has severe stroke connection prob-
lem. The examples show 12 real-time status cover most of
the problems existed in DOR. It can be concluded form Ta-
ble 3. that our method have a improvement performance in
simple Chinese character DOR task and a competitive result
against the benchmark DOR methods in English task.In addi-
tion, Tab. 3 shows that with the help of SEN, the performance
of DOR increased significantly, that is because SEN helps to
find the correct start point of a character, and in our exper-
iments, many mistakes happens in this area. Especially for
simple characters with less than five end-points.

However, it is worth noticing that with the character com-
plexity upgrades, the DOR correct rate deceases sharply, we
believe that there are three following major reasons. The first
reason is amount of BP in complex character is much higher.
It is mentioned above that average branch choosing accuracy
is 92.1%, Cl.1 character often contains one or two BPs in
average, but Cl.3 or above character contains more than five
BPs in average, which leads the correctly recover rate drops
by BP mistakes. Another problem is that key points in com-
plex characters are much more dense, because of the network
output heat-maps are not precisely enough. It is an intractable
problem to resolve several very close key points with same at-
tribute(EP,BP,sEP). The third problem is that resolution ratio
used in our algorithm is not high enough.We used to believe
that 48×48 images is appropriate, but for complex characters,
some strokes in this kind of image huddled together and pix-
els in these strokes are often removed by skeleton extraction
process.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper introduced a novel framework for Chinese hand-
writing DOR. The proposed method utilizes two specific
configured CNNs for the defined character writing energies,
which are static energy and dynamic energy. Experiments on
public online handwriting database demonstrate that SEN has
the ability to predict the pen movement trend for handwriting
samples and DEN could model instant writing states from
real-time character images precisely. The most important
contribution of this article is building an novel image-to-
sequence framework for Chinese handwriting DOR tasks,
which is a important and very challenge topic. Our algorithm
could effectively recover drawing order from Chinese hand-
writing pictures. Besides, the proposed method performs
superiorly among state-of-the-art methods on English letter
and Arab symbol DOR tests.
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